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Italian garage blues artist Elli 
De Mon brings a contemporary 
interpretation to recordings by 

female blues artists of the 1920s, on 
Countin’ The Blues. Spirited vocals and 
accomplished musicianship (guitar, 
lap steel, organ, drums and sitar) pay 
tribute to a generation of overlooked 
singers.

“I come from a very small town, 
Santorso, in north-east Italy. I grew up 
close to the Alps and that influenced 
me. I’ve always been interested in 
the music of people fighting against 
violence. The place where I live was 
an outpost of the Partisans – my 
grandfather was part of it. I think this 
is a sort of connection with the blues. I 
feel music has great power in making 
people conscious of the present and 
the past. When I discovered blues 
artists – men and women – I started 
studying Afro-American history to 
understand better their needs, their 
lyrics. 

Before that, I’ve always been into 
rock music. I grew up with classics, 
thanks to vinyl I found in my parents’ 
house: Led Zeppelin, the Stones, Jimi 
Hendrix. In my teens I listened to 
every kind of music. I graduated in 
classical double bass. In my town, 

Vicenza, there is a great course in 
Hindustan music. I studied for five 
years; then I went to India. This 
music is so great, so deep, aware of 
its tradition. It can teach a lot to a 
western ear. I also played in punk 
bands from my town. I was in love 
with Oblivians, The White Stripes, P.J. 
Harvey, Kyuss, to name a few.”

The lives of the women featured 
on Elli’s album were fraught with 
challenges, yet she captures joyous 
spirit, character and feeling. “I wanted 
to create a new sound for those 
songs, to let more people know about 
them. In Italy few people listen to 
blues – it is niche music. I tried to 
push what we call blues, to show that 
it has no limits.”

Her version of ‘Dopehead Blues’ 
(Victoria Spivey) transports the 
listener with Eastern influences from 
sitar, which features again in ‘Last 
Kind Words’, giving psychedelic 
ambience. Tracks such as ‘Freight 
Train’ (Elizabeth Cotten) and ‘When 
The Levee Breaks’ (Memphis Minnie 
and a famous rendition by Led 
Zeppelin) are familiar; others come 
as a revelation. ‘Shave ’Em Dry’ is 
astoundingly explicit for the era; 
artist Lucille Bogan was subsequently 
dropped by her record label.

“It happened with a lot of these 
artists. Most of them were only a 
commercial deal for white people 
who recorded them. Elizabeth Cotten 
never had the money on the rights of 
her songs. Nobody cared about their 

careers and what they had to say. 
Except for a few, history forgot 
who they were. I think we might 
discover their work again.”

Side one of the album offers 
garage-infused recordings, 
whereas side two connects more 
to the past. “I wanted a dark and 
a bright side… like night and day. 
Also, I kept a more traditional 
approach to some songs to show 
my acoustic side. I’ve been loud 
and noisy in previous albums; also 

when I play live I have a 
punkish approach. This 
was my chance to do 
something different.”

Recording the album 
inspired Elli to write 
a book: Countin’ The 
Blues – Donne Indomite. 
“It was a huge surprise 
that I couldn’t find many 
books about these great 
women. That convinced 
me to write about them. 
I chose those artists 
from personal taste and 

because I think 
they were crucial 
for their style, their 
voices, the themes 

in the songs and the 
courage they had.”

Bryony Hegarty
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DION 
★★★★
Stomping Ground
(KTBA) www.diondimucci.com

As a musician who 
pre-dates The Beatles, 
Dion DiMucci is showing no 
signs of slowing down, or 
losing any of the energy 

that defines him. On the heels of last year’s 
Blues With Friends, Dion returns with a 
collection of fourteen new tracks on 
Stomping Ground. Similar to its 
predecessor, this new album features a 
range of talent including Eric Clapton, 
Peter Frampton, Billy Gibbons and other 
forces of nature. 

That said, the level of talent involved 
does not underpin what is essentially a 
solo album. Case in point is the cracking 
Boz Scaggs collaboration ‘I’ve Got To Get 
To You’, a track that breathes the identity 
of Dion. Realistically, Stomping Ground is a 
lesson in style, heard in the emotionally 
charged ‘Dancing Girl’ with Mark Knopfler, 
and the harmonica-driven ‘Angel In The 
Alleyways’ featuring Bruce Springsteen. 

A thrilling reinvention of Hendrix’s 
‘Red House’ with Keb’ Mo’ is exceptional, 
but the life experience of Dion pulses 
throughout the album, displayed on 
‘I’ve Been Waiting’ with Rickie Lee Jones. 
Stomping Ground is the sound of a man who 
is simply driven to succeed. 

Kevin Burke 

DAWSON SMITH & THE 
DISSENTERS
★★★
Been So Long
(ANNSON)  
www.dawsonsmith.com

Dawson Smith, based in 
Leicester, was with blues 
band The Healers in the 
90s, but recently he has 
sought to combine his 

blues-rock with the more bar-room 
rock’n’roll aspects of Americana. If you’re 
wondering how that works, check out this 
rather fine album. 

Dawson himself has a grizzled voice and 
there are plenty of dirty guitar riffs and 
some keening slide playing (The Allman 
Brothers come to mind in places) on this 
all-original set. The title track opens Been 
So Long, hinting at The Yardbirds in full 
rave-up mode, whilst closer ‘The Midnight 
Line’ channels Tom Waits. 

In between there’s a classic boogie-
blues with ‘Better Get Gone’; reflections on 
the blighting of town centres and growing 
older with ‘Been Down To The City’ and 
‘Dead Or In Prison’; the slow, classic 
blues-ballad-styled ‘There Was A Time’; 
and echoes of Dave Edmunds on ‘Skeleton 
Key’, Steve Earle on ‘Little Boy Blue’, and a 
somewhat darker ‘House Of Love’. Dawson 
mentions the Tarantino movie From Dusk 
Till Dawn in regard to that latter track, and 
a quick listen shows just why.

Norman Darwen

STARLITE CAMPBELL BAND
★★★★
The Language Of Curiosity
(SUPERTONE) www.starlite-campbell.com

The core members of 
Starlite Campbell Band are 
singer-guitarist Simon 
Campbell and his bassist 
wife Suzy Starlite. The band 

is clearly influenced by British blues and 
blues-rock outfits of the late 60s and 70s 
with ‘Gaslight’, for one, being rug-
cuttingly, swaggeringly Stonesy. But the 

two are also imaginative arrangers so that 
although ‘Said So’, with its heavy fuzz 
guitar sound, might call to mind early 
Kinks, the song also features a 
contrastingly delicate guitar solo, which 
somehow veers into psychedelia.

‘Take Time To Grow Old’ features words 
of encouragement for those fighting the 
passage of time (‘There’s no need to fade 
away…’ ) and concludes with a guitar solo 
which starts off sweetly elegiac but then 
becomes assertive and celebratory, before 
a simple acoustic piano coda ends the 
song ambiguously. 

Campbell sings powerfully on most 
of the tracks with Starlite occasionally 
taking over lead vocals. On ‘It Ain’t Right’ 
her singing is intimate and plaintive and 
there’s a delicious multi-tracked harmony 
interlude. And on the fade out of ‘Ride On 
Cowboy’ her whispered ‘Come on, make 
me feel good… get your spurs on and ride’ is 
very erotic.

Trevor Hodgett

BILL LLOYD
★★★★
Working The Long Game
(SPYDERPOP) www.billlloydmusic.net

‘Satellite’ is a cheery 
opening song that is 
resplendent in a jangling 
acoustic guitar and joyful 
backing vocals. The 

musicianship is consistently strong 
throughout Working The Long Game, in fact. 
There is a really 
well-played piano 
introduction by 
John Deaderick on 
‘Working The Long 
Game’ and his 
chromatic 
introduction and a 
rhythmic pulse 
provide a lot of the 
clarity of the piece. 
Bill Lloyd performs an 
interesting blues 
guitar idea at the 
beginning of ‘Make 
That Face’ and he moves 
from electric to acoustic 
mode on the reflective 
‘What Time Won’t Heal’. 

‘Wake Up Call’ has 
an engaging lyrical idea 
regarding regrets and 
an exquisitely rendered 
fingerpicking part on the 
acoustic guitar. His songwriting 
prowess is at full strength on 
what is a heartfelt number. 
Lloyd picks up the tempo on ‘Til 
The Day That I Break Down’ which 
has a charming mandolin and a 
memorable chorus. ‘Yesterday’ has a 
riff that returns periodically in amongst 
a group of solid creative grooves. 

There are further rock numbers such as 
‘Interrupted’, ‘Merch Table’ and ‘Miracle 
Mile’. The album ends with the poignant 
‘Shining’, which ably mixes a melodic 
guitar solo with elegant backing vocals. 

David Robinson

IDA MAE
★★★★
Click Click Domino
(THIRTY TIGERS) www.idamaemusic.com

Christopher Turpin and 
Stephanie Jean’s debut as 
Ida Mae, Chasing Lights, 
was a glorious affirmation 
of their powers as one of 

the most exciting blues-rock duos around. 

79RNR


	



